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Motivation

Λ/K ratio in jets in p-Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV

Why :
●The inclusive Λ/K ratio in pp collisions at 7 TeV at ALICE
presents a peak at intermediate transverse momenta, which
may be explained by radial flow[1] or the modification of
hadronisation[2]
●The particle production in jets can show a hint which effect
dominates when the baryon and meson are produced in hot
dense medium

How :
●Use PYTHIA8 to simulate the particle production in jets

●The inclusive Λ/K ratio also shows an enhancement at
intermediate transverse momenta in p-Pb collisions

●Analysis of the baryon to meson ratio in jets in data is in

●No enhancement associated to particle production in jets is

progress

observed

Setting

< pT > of particles with and without CR

PYTHIA 8:
●Tune 4C, pp at √s = 8 TeV
●Default MPI CR switch

Jet Reconstruction:
●Input: the PYTHIA generated particles
●anti-kT method and R = 0.4

●|ƞ| <0.5 (jets fully contained in TPC)
jet
T

●p

> 10 GeV/c: tag hard process

< pT > of particles with and without CR

ratio of < pT > of particles with over without CR

CR effect will increase the mean pT of particles
The CR effect of Λ and p nearly enhance the <pT> less then 1.3, mesons are
affected less, and the effect depends on particle mass

Λ/K and p/π ratio in jets

Λ/K and p/π ratio in jets

The Λ/K and p/π ratio in jets comparison w/ and w/o CR

At intermediate transverse momenta the CR effect will enhance the baryon to meson (Λ/K and p/π) ratio by nearly 10%
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